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Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!
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Cash and Precious Metals
CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

(additions to question from March, apologies if I missed the answer, but could not find one)
https://home.solari.com/subscribers-input-2021/#comment-19437

[ASK CATHERINE]

Between money printing, cryptocurrency speculation and 2020 shenanigan incentive programs, there’s an entire crop of newly-wealthy in the K-shaped recovery. Is there an onboarding package for new members of elite classes? Could we develop a training program for remedial overlording? We need better elite role models, more worthy of emulation than contemporary cartoon villains. A reading/movie list on Noblesse Oblige?
https://theoldmoneybook.com/2020/06/19/noblesse-oblige-a-working-list-for-the-low-key-rich/

Re: https://home.solari.com/lets-go-to-the-movie-week-of-may-31-2021-the-electrical-blueprints-that-orchestrate-life/
With advances in tech, some elites may soon control powers that fiction authors usually reserve for minor gods. Where’s the “Ethics Handbook for Junior Gods” or “Caveman’s Guide to Space Weapons”? In their absence, how can we encourage learning experiences, humility development and spiritual defenses for the newly powerful, while minimizing collateral damage to humans?

In addition, how can we unbundle powerful properties (e.g. math/finance/science) of the universe from their negative usage and association with nefarious actors? Just as bad actors subvert good ideas, can good elements or people be extracted from bad plans?

CAF Notes & Links:

You grow great people one by one.
Give them a copy of Jay Hughes Family Wealth, Marcus Aurelius Meditations, Screwtape Letters and Pray for them.

Question:
Do you think Zillow is just more data mining and shutting out local real estate offices?

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Question:

Subject: Philadelphia
Catherine,

How can any human in their right mind think this is ok to do? I cannot fathom. 11 or 12 year olds cannot possibly understand the gravity of dna modification which will be permanent and no possible way to know the outcome and will be passed onto their descendent if they can even have children. And all the health Care providers are going along with this. So many people (and parents)then somehow can live with themselves? Such unthinking Atupiditu. Worse than Cattle like behavior

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Catherine,
Can/Should non vaccinated people self “identify” as vaccinated 😆?
BS

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

https://geopolitics.co/2021/01/20/the-mrna-covid-vaccine-is-not-a-vaccine/

The mRNA COVID Vaccine is Not a Vaccine
January 20, 2021 Geopolitics101
It’s NOT a vaccine. The mRNA COVID vaccine now being militarily deployed in many nations around the world, is NOT a vaccine. I repeat: it is not a vaccine. It is many things indeed, but a vaccine is not one of them.

We have to awaken to the fact that the COVID scamdemic has rapidly accelerated the technocratic and transhumanistic aspects of the New World Order (NWO) to the point where people are blindly lining up to get injected with a “treatment” which is also a chemical device, an operating system, a synthetic pathogen and chemical pathogen production device.

As covered in previous articles, this new COVID vax is a completely new kind of technology, potentially even more dangerous than your average toxic vaccine. In this article, we will explore in more depth what this mRNA vaccine is.

Doctors David Martin and Judy Mikovits Expose How So-Called COVID Vaccine is Not a Vaccine

Listen to this short excerpt featuring doctors David Martin and Judy Mikovits (who have both been very outspoken thus far in exposing the COVID plandemic) who are speaking with Robert Kennedy Jr. and lawyer Rocco Galati, who is representing a Canadian freedom group suing the government for the entire COVID scam.

David Martin makes some extremely important points about how we can’t accurately label the device Moderna and Pfizer are pushing as a vaccine, because both medically and legally, is not a vaccine:

“This is not a vaccine … using the term vaccine to sneak this thing under public health exemptions … This is a mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed to stimulate the human cell into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a vaccine!

Vaccines actually are a legally defined term … under public health law … under CDC and FDA standards, and a vaccine specifically has to stimulate both an immunity within the person receiving it, but it also has to disrupt transmission …

They have been abundantly clear in saying that the mRNA strand that is going into the cell is not to stop transmission. It is a treatment. But if it was discussed as a treatment, it would not get the sympathetic ear of public health authorities, because then people would say “What other treatments are there?”

The use of the term vaccine is unconscionable … because it actually is the sucker punch to open and free discourse …

Moderna was started as a chemotherapy company for cancer, not a vaccine manufacturer for SARS … if we said we’re going to give people prophylactic chemo for the cancer they don’t have, you’d be laughed out of a room, because it’s a stupid idea. That’s exactly what this is!

This is a mechanical device, in the form of a very small packet of technology, that is being inserted into the human system to activate the cell to become a pathogen manufacturing site.

The only reason why the term [vaccine] is being used is to abuse the 1905 Jacobsen case that has been misrepresented since it was written. If we were honest with this, we would actually call it what it is: it is a chemical pathogen device, that is actually meant to
unleash a chemical pathogen production action within the cell. It is a medical device, not a drug, because it meets the CDRH [Center for Devices and Radiological Health] definition of a device.

*It is made to make you sick … 80% of the people who are exposed to allegedly the virus [SARS-Cov-2] have no symptoms at all … 80% of people who get this injected into them have a clinical adverse event. You are getting injected with a chemical substance to induce illness, not to induce a[n] immuno-transmissive response. In other words, nothing about this is going to stop you transmitting anything. This is about getting you sick, and having your own cells be the thing that get you sick.*

Judy Mikovits also chips in with this:

> The mRNA vaccine operating system “software of life”. Image credit: Moderna
>
> “It’s a synthetic pathogen. They’ve literally injected this pathogenic part of the virus into every cell of the body … it can actually directly cause multiple sclerosis, Lou Gehrig’s
disease, Alzheimer’s disease … it can cause accelerated cancer … that’s what the expression of that piece of virus … has been known to do for decades.”

COVID Vaccine is an Operating System, Says Modern

The COVID mRNA Vaccine is an operating system which can program your DNA, and therefore program you, at your core essential blueprint level. Is this an exaggeration? No it’s not. Moderna states on their website that their mRNA technology platform is a “software of life” and “functions very much like an operating system on a computer.”

This is straight from their website:
“It is designed so that it can plug and play interchangeably with different programs. In our case, the “program” or “app” is our mRNA drug – the unique mRNA sequence that codes for a protein.”

**The Game Plan: Making Every Human into a Digital Node on the Control Grid**

We are fast moving into the world of transhumanism, where our natural biological bodies are hijacked and infiltrated with synthetic parts, starting at the nanoparticle level. The NWO controllers want to download some kind of Microsoft office system or software into your body and brain, and hook you up to the JEDI and/or Amazon-CIA cloud, so they can have direct access to your brain.

Then, they can roll out “vaccines” which are not vaccines to continually update you, just like computer software gets regular updates. Viruses, real or not, and vaccines, real or not, are just means to achieve this goal.

**Turning Humans into Commodities via Social Credit Currency**

Alison McDowell sums up the current transhumanistic NWO path of highest probability below, which involves social credit, 5G, the Smart Grid and AI to induce planetary-wide compliance:

> “Within the tech-no-logic system, total compliance will be demanded. Approved behavior becomes currency, tokenized on blockchain and monitored by sensors and AI. They are training us for a future where we compete with one another to see who is the best behaved, the most docile. Surviving will mean conforming to the strident terms of psychopathic financial agreements.

To obtain the data needed to verify claims embedded in twisted “pay for success” deals, our mother, the earth, must be remade as a geo-fenced digital prison using 5G and satellite constellations. All of your data will be added to your “permanent record” to evaluate your value as human capital for investor portfolios.

The billionaires envision a future where freedom is a privilege limited to themselves, their functionaries, and the robots they control. Be assured AI is already keeping tabs, and social credit scoring is well underway.”

It is a grim future, however it is not set in stone. I agree wholeheartedly with McDowell that we do NOT have to accept this as our fate or experience such a painful timeline IF we can wake up quickly and change.

However, we must first accept this is the probable path we are on. Like it or not, this is the current trajectory. How do we change it? Firstly by looking within. To change ourselves, we must change our inner world and change our perception, and so therefore change our reality:

> “This planned future, however, is NOT preordained. Totalitarian transhumanism is not a foregone conclusion. Trudell’s remedy? Change our perception of reality through active non-cooperation. Manifest in our hearts, minds, and actions the world we desire. Where they engineer disconnect, RECONNET with intention; not only with one another, but with ALL our relations and the land and the spiritual beings that exist beyond our senses. We must synchronize to change the vibrational reality, and that power exists within us as children of the earth.”

This is not airy-fairy talk, but rather a realization that we are participating in co-creating a nightmare world by allowing our perception to be programmed to bring about the NWO. They are using our energy to do it!
To reclaim our sovereignty, we must reclaim our perception by breaking down the programming that was inserted into us.

**Final Thoughts: A Technocratic, Transhumanistic Tool**

It is vital to know, and to tell others, that the current mRNA COVID vaccine is not a vaccine. This is not just because calling it a vaccine gives Big Pharma legal immunity from damages, but also for all the reasons listed above. These devices are designed to reprogram you at the fundamental level. They are not vaccines, they are not drugs, and in my opinion, they are not treatments or medicine. As scary as these terms are, I would go beyond just calling them chemical devices, operating systems, synthetic pathogens and chemical pathogen production devices, which are already illuminating terms and horrible enough. I would call them **technocratic, transhumanistic tools** to permanently change your genetics and transform you into a synthetic human. They are symbolic of just how swiftly the NWO agenda is being made manifest in our physical reality, and hopefully a wake-up call to everyone to strive harder to stop this dark, nefarious agenda while there is still time.

**Makia Freeman** is the editor of alternative media / independent news site The Freedom Articles, author of the book Cancer: The Lies, the Truth and the Solutions and senior researcher at ToolsForFreedom.com. Makia is on Steemit and Parler.

**Sources**

http://www.aevamagazine.co.uk/timpsila-strong-medicine-for-a-tech-no-logic-age—alison-mcdowell.html

You can actually participate in the global efforts to cripple the Deep State organized criminal cabal’s ability for genocide, while enjoying healthcare freedom at the same time, by boycotting Big Pharma for good.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Thank you for the links

David Hagan
Patrick Wood

**Comment:**

Hi Catherine...
3 people in my immediate circle diagnosed with advanced stage cancers within weeks of receiving the experimental injections. An 86yo advanced stage pancreatic cancer, a 41yo with multiple tumors in his liver and colon. The 86yo and 41yo are Grandmother and grandson. Just 2 weeks after learning about these precious friends I learn my dear 70ish-yo neighbor may have blood cancer. She has been suffering with severe back pain for the last several weeks that has gotten progressively worse. Additional testing underway for her.

I feel certain that there will be no association drawn or reported that the experimental injections had anything to do with any of these. It is not uncommon to have a family member diagnosed with cancer...but 2 family members within weeks of getting their experimental injections and within weeks of getting their diagnoses. It is too much to be coincidental in my life experience.

I want to share every opportunity I have so that if others are having similar experiences we can make the connection.

Thank you for all you do Catherine! Truly you are an inspiration...

K M

CAF Notes & Links:

My experience with Georgie

Feedback

Question:

Hi Catherine,  
what do you make of this?


J

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Subject: virus 6/6 - collected emails since 4/1/2021 through current
As we have new potential readers and also one notable media person who might be interested, I have organized and exported my virus emails since 4/1/2021 and it is attached.

This is in a zip format which is free called 7-Zip can get it online to unpack. There are 97 emails in this grouping. The older emails for last year are much larger and unorganized but have that as well.

Image of the contents is below as well what should look like. Outlook format for import I believe is .eml - but figure it out on your own have my garden to attend...

AS ALWAYS IF YOU FORWARD THIS INFORMATION ONWARD OR DISCUSS IT DO NOT USE MY NAME. Am on enough lists already although not a threat to anyone - even a fish at this point...

Everyone on this list knows others but am keeping all email addresses private just in case we are perceived as a threat do not need to broadcast. See you in FEMA camp #13 otherwise, hope MD is there or JP! :)

As stated am not keeping up with everything so anyone needing more info should see resources which personally feel are valid input for your World view on everything Covid. YMMV.
null
Question:

Hi Catherine,

I was thinking about taking a second career in addition to my career as a Web Developer. I plan on going back to small-scale farming once I buy a home or land, but I am also considering taking courses on becoming a home inspector. Is it worth it? Could I make a living off becoming a home inspector?

Best regards,
D C

Question:

Hi Catherine,

Is your Coming Clean: Building a Beautiful World article okay to share?  Is it available in a PDF format?

I am preparing an email to send to many friends to recommend the Mercola and Cummins book: The Truth about COVID-19.

I am also referring friends to important websites such as Solari and Mercola and Children’s Health Defense.

I love your Coming Clean: Building a Beautiful World article as a helpful roadmap.

May I share it with others?
Also, do you have any other such roadmaps or action plans that people can do?

Also, I am still looking for a succinct 1-2 page synopsis of the Going Direct Great Reset, for those not inclined to read the book. Do you know of such a synopsis?

Thanks so much,
K L LCSW
Question:

Dear Catherine,

You don’t know me, but I follow you for a couple of years. You are a kinda lighthouse, a beacon of hope, in a dark world.

I usually don’t like to talk about myself, but I think in that particular situation it makes some sense. Being born inXXX as a son of a single mom and raised by her and my beloved granny, I never felt home in Germany. I can’t exactly explain why, perhaps of my - for Bavaria - strange dialect; or some deeper feeling. Anyway, we moved a lot around and the most precious thing I inherited from my granny (actually the sister of the mom of my mom, that's a long story though) is my historic knowledge. My uncle was officer in the German Wehrmacht. From him I learned to distrust politics. He went to school with Goebbels, hence he knew from very early on what kinda people are they. He called Hitler a criminal, that's why his career stumbled. Later, after 1945, they lived in Halle/Saale, occupied territory from the Red Army. Once again he called the commies out for their crimes. And ended up in Bautzen, the Soviet camp.

I am by heart and soul an analytical character. My entire life I tried to figure out how and why something work or doesn’t work. From very early on, my mom recalls that I called myself an American, basically because I loved 'Emma Lazarus' and her ‘New Colossus’. These words sparked something deep inside of me. A home. A place that respects and appreciates the individual and it’s journey, the 'path of the fool' in Tarot.

You know, I was lucky that my granny was a spiritual being. She knew that remote viewing is real. And even my mom in her later days (she’s 84 now and still with me) begins to embrace the spiritual world. Before the magical virus appeared, she was still working at the opera in Hamburg (where John Neumeier leads the Ballett and from time to time shakes her hand - something that means pretty much to her.)

I always got in trouble with authoritarian structures, in particular when they claim they are right while in reality they ain’t. That was why I became a drop out, even though science means everything to me. Real science though, not that Faucism cult. So the circumstances didn’t stop me from my research. I just purchased some old lab stuff and experimented. That’s why already in 1987, as a fifteen year old, I understood that metabolism is the key to life. I stumbled across the literature from Otto Warburg, who claimed that cancer is a metabolic disease. I could figure out that inflammatory
response is tied the glucose metabolism (TCA cycle) via the GABA-shunt and so on. My own precancerous colon polyps drove my desire to experiment and sort those things out.

But I digress. I believe that life is negative entropy. That each soul incarnates in order to learn and gather experiences. I believe that some souls are old. I could disassemble a Colt 1911 by the age of 8, without anyone that has shown it to me. The Marine and the US flag touches me in a way, other people can’t understand. Anyway, that's why I do strongly believe that it is pure evil to destroy the individual soul and her abilities.

XXXX, my fiancée, I met her only 1 1/2 years ago, and she's my true soulmate. Even though she's still young, she was born as a single twin. Her sister died in utero. We contacted her through a medium and once again I was blown away by the details. So we all know.

What is causing me fear is that a medium recently told that vaccinated people seem to have lost the cord between body and soul. Their aura is broken. Isn’t that exactly what Danial told in his X-series? Rudolf Steiner predicted something similar. This is a 10,000 yrs old war. Armageddon. The final battle.

Well, I could go on and on. I guess, your precious time is limited and that’s why I’m gonna stop here.

The reason why I'm writing you is, I developed a vision or idea that for the most people sound crazy. And I would appreciate to hear your thoughts, dear Catherine.

Noah’s Ark. An old cruise ship, saved from scrapyard. Changed into a tiny little village. Completely self-sustainable. As residence for pensioners, for families. For dreamers and drop-outs. Environmental friendly and in consensus with Gaia. Also offshore (and tax free). Call me crazy, but to see those old ships dying makes me sad. And I do believe that sustainability means to repair and safe old things. KXX always says, things have a soul as well if someone loved them. And I look at my 25 yrs old car and know that is true...

I have no idea how to start such a project. Or whether it's possible. In this life I won and I lost. I don’t consider myself as significant for the planet. Just for my family. My mom and my future wife, if the universe will allow me.

Anyway. I thank you very much for listening. Everything you’re telling is resonating with my soul. I can’t emphasize enough how much you have guided me.

Best regards
CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback from Venture Capitalist allocating funds to real estate and home development

Question:

Catherine, I would value hearing your thoughts on why Deagal is predicting that the United States population will decrease to 100 million by the year 2025.

Are they openly acknowledging that Antibody-dependent Enhancement (ADE) and Prion’s disease etc (resulting from the injections) will cause hundreds of millions of people to die in only a few years?

https://www.deagel.com/


United States statistical projection:
https://archive.is/khZon#selection-559.0-559.11

Canada statistical projection: https://archive.is/vInt0#

What are your thoughts on this “deagel” organization?

Incase you (or anyone else reading this) is not familiar with the organization, here is a some info that someone posted about deagel on a random website:

“Despite the overwhelming suppression of its significance, WikiLeaks documents have revealed it was legitimately used as reference material in a Stratfor report on the technological capabilities of The People’s Republic of North Korea: https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/26/2655808_dprk-marko-p-.html

According to their own website, deagel.com, Deagel provides news and intelligence on international military aviation and advanced technologies.

Deagel’s reports, in particular the aforementioned research on North Korea, were also provided to the President during Presidential Diay Briefings. Deagel thus provides information which is subsequently used by global intelligence communities and governments.

Here is a partial list of known Deagel partners and clients, according to their own website:

National Security Agency
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO – OTAN)
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
This highly regarded intelligence organization has a grim outlook for the United States in the coming years including a 78% decrease in population. In fact, it predicts a similar, cataclysmic fate for the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, and Denmark, and more U.S. allied nations.”

Thanks for your time.

sincerely,
-G

Your Answer:

I don’t know. It always looked to me like they were assuming an untransitioned loss of US dollar reserve status. That, however, is a WAG. Another possibility is a nuclear exchange in the Northern hemisphere – but I think that is less likely. Finally, that could have been their estimate of the logical consolidation of the financial coup – how many people have to die to bring the system back into balance.

This is why I keep warning about the missing money. It is like a grain store house. If you move the grain out of the back door, then there will be no grain to feed people. One way or another people will die. For some reason warning about the money does not bring that home emotionally for many people.

Catherine

Follow Up Question:

Catherine, regarding your response to G, I do not understand your answer using the grain example. They print all the money they want for themselves. How does the theft translate to the need for genocide? I understand if money were food but it is not produced or earned it is fiat; nothing. Please help me understand.

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Catherine,
The G7 yesterday agreed on imposing a 15% minimum global corporate tax rate for all companies (incl. big tech companies). They should be taxed not only based on where
they are registered but also where they generate their revenues. What do you make of it? Or is it just a smoke screen?

Thanks

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

It is abundantly clear that the majority of people who believe what the mainstream voices of ‘authority’ tell them day in and day out, do not investigate and research the many other sources of information and perspectives that are being intentionally censored, ignored and ridiculed by the msm. This is itself being intentionally manipulated. The first principle of programming the masses is taking over the main sources of information: ie, the world’s major media outlets. Then the very idea that there is actually an elitist global agenda to reshape human civilization becomes unbelievable. But with focused research the unbelievable becomes reality. Science is then seen to have degenerated into propagandistic scientism. Medicine has likewise become tyrannical. In fact all institutions and areas of human culture have become gridlocked into a matrix that has ‘control’ as its essential motive. In other words, welcome to the 21st century version of tyranny, totalitarianism, transhumanism, fascism, communism, technocracy, cyborgism (humans becoming bio-tech controlled) and so on. It is happening while we sleep walk. It is unbelievable for the programmed mind that has swallowed the uniform narrative of authorities who are deluded or corrupt. Quite simply, we are being lied to every day.

What is most distressing about the Orwellian type scenario being perpetrated upon us, is the massive effects its having on the mental and emotional health of increasing numbers of people including the young. This nightmare has been created by human minds and can only be resolved by human minds and moral hearts. At what point do people begin to wake up and realise they have been duped?

CAF Notes & Links:

Going Direct Reset

Question:
Subject: Marin Country

This may help explain why people there are not that sick.

The Globalist Dilemma How to Implement a 4th Industrial Revolution Without Losing Power — Strategic Culture


2nd email:

Hi Catherine,

I sent you a pdf earlier cause I had trouble copying the url as I recently purchased the iMac and am a novice.
Got tired of windows 10 crashes and spying.
I have attached another article I think you may be interested in reading .

You are the best,

M

CAF Notes & Links:

Health

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings

Question:
Subject: Finding our tribe

Hi Catherine,

We currently live in Douglas County, Colorado in a single family residence not on farmland. We are very happy where we live but have not found many people that share our concern for what is happening.

Do you have any recommendations/suggestions of where we can find our tribe community in the United States or outside the United States?

Thank you,
P and S E

Question:

Dear Solari Report,
I have an expat friend living in the Haalem area in the Netherlands. They would like to connect with some like minded Solari type people as they are feeling pretty isolated and the Dutch seem to be following the false narrative.
Any help or connection would be appreciated.
Thank you
K B
S

Question:

Hello Catherine,
I’ve followed you for many months. Thank you. I’ve joined up with a group of about 30 people, lead by a lady called R E (ex dragons den celebrity) to buy a farm, with a house and 20 acres, in the beautiful peak district in the UK. Its just over a million. We seem to get the money together, then someone drops out, and we are 100k short. We are quite far on the process, great bunch of people. We are so so near, just one month off acquisition, and completing, but it’s so far still! I’ve just felt inspired to email you today, with no concrete intention of asking any questions/advice etc. Maybe it’s even that you just say a prayer for us? I don’t know. Weekend of just need inspiration!
Thank you! F

CAF Notes & Links:
Recommended Links

Comment:

Subject: Bolsheviks
Hi Catherine-

A few great resources to look into the rise of the Bolsheviks are:
1. The great BBC series `Reilly: Ace of Spies.
2. Books by Sean McKeekin: History’s Greatest Heist and his latest Stalin’s War

All the Best,

J

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

A good friend just sent this to me. We are both in Canada, and this only applies to the US at this time. I got a sick feeling when I read this. Amazon is going to link smart devices to each other, creating networks of smart technology.

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Catherine,

I was there in South Dakota to hear your taped presentation. I am now back in south west Utah.
I think the Red Pill Expo could be so much better but it is mostly followed by researchers of corruption and not founders of vision.

I mailed you a copy of The High Road: The Future of American Greatness. It looks like the image below. It is the catalyst needed for a 2030 vision and I pray it touches your heart sufficiently so we can talk vision.

If the book has not reached you yet, you can download for free at genuineoptimist.com

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Since you are out there in Friesland, you may have friends who can translate this. It is really scary, but at least you are some distance away from where this may be stored.

https://saltmines.nl/2021/05/30/de-verzwegen-vogelgriepcrisis-van-2012/

I very much appreciate all your work.

I have not been back to your country of residence since 2018. I was planning to go back in September, but cannot see myself sitting in an airplane for 11-13 hours with a mask.

NOTE - LATEST SPECIAL REPORT ON BIOLAB IN KANSAS

Take Action

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:
Conclusion:

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Additional Resources

Send in questions:  
Askcatherine@solari.com  
Subscriber input